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detected by susceptibility weighted
imaging (SWI)
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Abstract
We report a case of a 9-year-old boy presenting with spastic-dystonic movement disorder of the right arm. MRI showed

vast unilateral left-sided polymicrogyria (PMG) with perisylvian, temporal, frontal, and parietal location. Corresponding

to the distinctly reduced gyration, the focal pattern of cortical veins in susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI) was absent

due to missing sulcal depth. In contrast, adjacent regions with sufficient sulcal depth revealed a pattern with numerically

increased and finer cortical veins. Therefore, with its atypical venous pattern SWI indicates an abnormal parenchymal

anatomy and might be an additional helpful tool for diagnosing PMG.
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Introduction

Polymicrogyria (PMG) is a malformation of cerebral
cortical development. The term describes a pathologic
cortical pattern with multiple distinctly small
convolutions (1,2). PMG shows heterogeneous clinical
manifestations and imaging patterns (1–3).
Macroscopically, it has an irregular or pebbled cortical
surface and the distribution varies from bilateral sym-
metrical to asymmetrical to unilateral forms. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is the modality of choice for
assessment of PMG. Key features are undulation and
irregularity of the cortical surface, apparent thickening
of polymicrogyric cortex as well as stippling and irregu-
larity at the gray-white junction (3). In standard
practice, T1-weighted (T1W), T2-weighted (T2W),
and FLAIR MR sequences are used to image these
alterations. As a relatively new sequence, SWI has not
yet been evaluated in PMG. SWI is widely applied for
diagnostic purposes, e.g. for detection of intracranial
hemorrhage, calcification, or cerebral venous throm-
bosis (4). In addition, pattern alterations of cortical
veins have been described in several studies. Due to

the higher paramagnetic properties of deoxyhemoglo-
bin compared to oxyhemoglobin, signal loss in cortical
veins is more pronounced leading to a prominent
appearance of cortical veins compared to normal
oxygenated veins. This can be used, for example, in
acute ischemic stroke or hemiplegic migraine (5–7),
where malperfused areas show a prominent appearance
of cortical veins due to higher deoxyhemoglobin levels.
The opposite effect, with diminished or rarified cortical
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veins, has been described in ictal hyperperfused
areas (8).

Case report

We present a case of a 9-year-old boy who presented a
spastic-dystonic movement disorder of the right arm.
The clinical neurological investigation showed sinking
of the arm in the arm extension test, flexion in the
elbow, wrist, and in digits IV and V, as well as dysdia-
dochokinesis and clumsy coordination of the right arm.

MRI showed typical features of PMG in T2W
images, with an undulated and irregular surface of the
cortex, seemingly thickened polymicrogyric cortex and
irregularity along the gray-white junction (Fig. 1a, c, e).
The changes were unilateral on the left and pronounced
in the perisylvian location (Fig. 1c), but also clearly in
the fronto-parieto-temporal cortex including the pre-
and postcentral gyrus (Fig. 1a, e). Susceptibility
weighted imaging (SWI) patterns of cortical veins of
the left hemisphere varied and differed distinctly from
a normal appearance. Regions with PMG and
extensively limited gyration showed no cortical veins
(Fig. 1b). The deepest affected sulcus was the Sylvian
fissure, where cortical vein appearance was increased
in number and finer compared to the normal appear-
ance of the unaffected right hemisphere (Fig. 1d).
In areas with some deeper sulci, the veins also appeared
regionally concentrated and slightly increased in
number (Fig. 1e).

Discussion

PMG is one of the most common malformations of
cortical development with overfolding and abnormal
lamination (9) and is diagnosed clinically and by
MRI. T1W and T2W thin section images allow the dif-
ferentiation of polymicrogyria and pachygyria (10).
Due to a pronounced reduction of sulcal depth, the
surface area of the cortex is decreased and cortical
veins have to travel on the cortical surface rather
than in the depth of the sulci. As shown in Fig. 1a in
our patient the left temporal lobe with PMG shows a
missing cortical vein pattern in SWI due to the absence
of sulci compared to the normal developed right tem-
poral lobe. Cortical veins are thinner and numerically
increased in the heavily PMG-affected left Sylvian fis-
sure of the same patient (Fig. 1d), apparently due to a
lack of additional finer sulci in the Sylvian fissure, as
seen on the normally developed right side. Moreover, a
similar finding in this patient can be seen fronto-
parietal (Fig. 1e, f). In this location, distribution of cor-
tical veins is asymmetric with a reduction in sulcus-poor
polymicrogyrial areas (Fig. 1e, f, arrows) and with a
concentration in polymicrogyrial areas with some

sulci (Fig. 1e, f, arrowheads). This case demonstrates
a clear correlation between the pathological surface
anatomy of PMG areas as seen in the T2W images
and the appearance of cortical veins in SW images.
Besides an abnormal anatomy, another possibility for
focally missing cortical veins might be hypothetical a
focal hyperperfusion, that leads to a reduced deoxyhe-
moglobin in cortical veins with less paramagnetic prop-
erties, as recently described in status epilepticus (8).

Fig. 1. Different pathological patterns of cortical veins in areas

with PMG. PMG is seen in the left hemisphere in (a, c, e) (T2W

images). The left temporal lobe reveals PMG and a complete

absent pattern of cortical veins in SWI (arrows in (a, b)), while

the cortical veins in the healthy right hemisphere appear regular.

The affected perisylvian location (arrows in (c)) shows a pattern

of finer and numerical increased cortical veins (arrows in (d))

compared to the regular right side (arrowheads in (d)). An

asymmetrical distribution of cortical veins can be seen in PMG

regions with different sulcal depths: The fronto-parietal areas

reveal general PMG (arrows and arrowheads in (e)) with rarefi-

cation of the cortical venous pattern in SWI in areas with

extensively less gyration (arrows in (e, f)), but concentration and

slight increase of the cortical venous pattern in SWI in areas with

deeper sulci (arrowheads in (e, f)).
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Another new study revealed a hyperperfusion in
cortical dysplasia due to a higher microvessel density
(11). This study supports the theory of reduced deox-
yhemoglobin content in cortical veins. However, this
would imply that a diminished appearance of cortical
veins occurs in PMG areas in general, and as demon-
strated in Fig. 1, this is not the case, since polymicro-
gyral areas with some sulcal depth show cortical veins.

The changed anatomy in PMG, with extensively
reduced sulci, leads to the presented atypical venous
appearance in SWI. SWI shows clear pathological
venous pattern in the affected areas, indicating an
abnormal parenchymal anatomy. Diagnosis of PMG
can be difficult if low-field MR scanners or thicker ima-
ging slices are used.

In conclusion, SWI might be a very helpful sequence
in these cases for detecting PMG, further an additional
marker in thin-slice MRI.
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